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A GUIDE TO THE INSTRUHENTS DEVELOPED FOR EVALUATION OF IN-SERVICE INSTITUTES

by Daniel J. Bauman, Larry A. Irwin and John F. Thompson

The purpose of this paper is to provide summary data relative to the

instruments developed for analysis of in-service institutes. With this paper,

we would like to initiate a slightly different form of offering instruments

for use by others. Rather than presenting a finished instrument with merely

summary data provided and all of the subjective decisions made, we would like

to offer the basic data allow you to make your own decisions and, using his

basic data, develop your own instruments. At the same time, we offer our revised

instruments which are in the mode typically offered--that is, we will provide

instruments in the form that we intend to use along with summary data such as

factor loadings, reliability, standard error of measurement and indications of

What we feel we ere measuring. This may or may not agree with your particular

needs. If you are engaging'in a major effort where the expense involved is

justified, We-would like to recommend that you come to Boulder and spend a day

or two examining the basic data that we have on each item, including the items

that we have rejected. We encourage you to make your Own setof detisions as to

Which items should be Used and which items shoul&not and how the items should

be-grouped,

We :s vetY much ,:eWare f the possibility of multiple interpretations of

e empirical data YWO are also aware of how the subjective judgments made in

establishing lihich- items are retained -and which item ere not can affect the

final initrUment developed. In addition to the empirical data, preference for

one Ohresingover_ancither phrasing 01;4'ra-into a decision to retein:or rejeCt'

au item. 'When we Make those decisions here we ore making them with refereace

te_ a particular group that we.plan to testersonal-biee enters into'
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decision made. By offering you the raw data, we are offering you the chance
,

to MakA your own decisions.baSed on your own biases. If your siteatien does

not warrant your spending mozey on the examination of the basic. data, we believe

that we have made a reasonable judgment and have a very respectable set of instrur,

ments that can be used asA.s. We suggea that. Parsons desiring to use them as
.

is write and ask for the revised instruments. These are the inst nments.that

are being used during the 1969-7Q evaluation.

Each year we intend to add items and perhaps questio aires or.instruments.

As we add them, these other questionnaires or instruments will also be available

along with the empirical datA that we gather on them, ,MC t ofthese instruments

are in the affective dpmain and, therefore, are subject,to iwterpeptatien and

also subject to changes due to history.and other :variables. As the,years pass,;
events happen that change the.response patterns te these instrumente. Therefore,

,

espeCially.with the affective domain, keep in rind thAtwe intend a contliquous

process of updating and revision. This will be an. eypintionary_process.

The m&thod used to develop these instruments was first tp. conseci-slata

matrix. We obtained consensus on 32.questions.ahout_institutes
' :- 7,

.of interest to us. A few examples of the sort of.gnestion_.we choee are-the-
,1N ..;

ollowing: "Has teacher behavior changed?" "Descrip4ongof,taecheresienetivity

to student needs." "Teachers'ability to teach earth science courses

1

'Following- the selection of qnestiens

that-might be relevant to each question. tag the items, Waspecifgied-,

who was to respOnd
_

them.

brainstorming sessio.s where all conceivable item
, -

werejollowed by_sessions to reduce and refine those itemp APproPiiaggr,less. to

the,recipient of the questionnaire, probable measArement yield and relevance

were listed-_.Theee--PePqX9

were the principal:criteria uied.
_
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The next step was grouping the items by respondents so that all items

be answered by the institute participant were grouped together, all items to

be responded to by the administrator were grouped together, etc. Each group

now will be referred to as a questionnaire. Thus we have the participant ques-

tionnaire, the administrator questionnaire, the student questionnaire, the super-

visor questionnaire, teacher questionnaire, institute evaluation inventory, and

earth science attitude inventory. Any individual instrument was not homogeneous

but consisted of several different questions being answered. Thus, analysis by

questionnaire would not be a logical activity.

Analyses were by question from the original data matrix. For the remainder

this paper, the group of items referring to one question will be referred to

as a subscal . I would like to emphasize that the analysis is by subscale.

No analysis was run on the teacher questionnarie as a questionnaire, nor'was

:there an analysis run on the director questionnaire. Analysis was by subscale.

Our unit in most of the analyses was the participant. The responses of the

students:were grouped by participant and analyzed by participant. Twenty-seven

of the subscales were such that we could use the participants as the unit.

On the 27 participant subscales, we had atotal of 379 items. No analysis was

runen the 379 items as g group. Five subscalea were appropriate to the institute

as the Unit and were atalyZed in a.separate:group, See Table 1 for summary

a istics on these 32 subscales. There were 96 ite

he' unit of analysis.

Our ,sample population ofparticipants was 750. We

evith the:institnte as

ofeach.institute and obtained complete responses

andomly sampled one-third

214 participants. Students

of these-214 Participants were sampled three per science class. Thus

with five science -classes 06Uld:.be represented -byj5 student response

obtained 3112 stadent-reaPon

Erteacher

ets.

'sets. _Since we_hacLonly 26HAstitutea, the
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institute directors and Institute instructors were not reduced by sampling. We

used all of the institute directors and all of the institute instructors in the

questionnaires directed at them.

All item analyses were run on the computer program Fortap described by

Frank Baker in Educational and Psycholo-lcal Measurement, spring 1969. We °btu;

the program- from Dr Baker and made modifi ations to input and output sections.

. We did not alter tbe basic computation package. After making our modifications,

we did confirm the computational accuracy of the program by running the BMD

analysis of variance program to confirm the Hoyt analysis-of the variance relia.ji

estimate. We also ran the BMD program on Pearson product correlation to.compar_

with the point bi-serial correlation in the Fortap Program. The Hoyt reliabilitic

checked identically. The correlations were within the expected ag eement range.

From the Fortap program we were able to apply the Hoyt estimate of ieliability,

the bi-serial correlation between item response and total score, hè mean and

standard deviations and the number responding with each option to each item

for each subscale. On a number f the subscales we ran factor analyses using

the'BMD program for factor eXtrection employing squared-multiple'correlation

as estimate of communallty.lity. We followed this factor extractioil.with the

oblique rotation suggested by Barri -Kaiser as programed at the UniVer6ity of

Wisconsin. The,oblique p --ram.was also furnished to ue by Frank Baker .

are reporting-the:pattern matrix fron the obrque s lution as our fa ter loadings

a check on our factor solutio we selected what e elt

commonly accepted factor analysis ratitine, the routine

eliiSter analYeis4 -ThIS ,Method'eMplOya. quite' diff

usters. In

rent

wie the most diVere

of -TrYan-and Bailey employi

,

criteria lordefining

EL. comparison of theee two methodi on one imOblem we fOund no

with this method in the final xnterpreted results. There were small differences

-in:the fattor-lOadings-- Whil e thete5.7eredifferen6e-in 6iSt Factor 2 in one

re
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program came out as Factor 5 in the other program, the i em- defining factors

were the same. Since there was no difference, we did not continue to run the

Tryon and Bailey program on the other analyses. All of the problems then were

run with squared-multiple.co relations as communality estimates in the BHD princi-

pal component factor extraction program followed by the oblique solution of

Harris-Kaiser, A sample of the factor loadings on one of the subscales is included

as Table 2 of this report. We have included in this table a number of loadings

th-t are too small to be interpretable. Only the small,Ist loadings, those less

than .1, were omitted from the table By beine inclusive in this manner, you

will be able to make some judgments regarding our interpretation of the analys..L

This is the sort of table that we will provide unless you specify otherwise.

We do have the full data matrix and the full structure matrix, as wc.0.1 as the

original orthogonal factor extraction available.

One concern when we are combining information from different sources is

that the different sources might introduce bias to the data. We need to indentify

the different sources and the items coming from each source. If bias exists,

the different sources would come out as different factors in the factor analys

This wonld also Show up to some extent in the item analysis in that the corre1.0-

tions of responses with total score would differ by groups according to the

source:of the:items By having information from different sources, we are also,

iti effect,:runeing a VeliditY check,between isources. Data Is provided regarding

these tWo related questions. eel satiafied with the results.

'Since eadhiof the subscales eonsisted

quer; ion,:we WOUld-expect to get one single large factor out of elector analysis

directed toWard a, single

of a subscale and very weak secondary factors. This, indeed, proves

case. As an example,-on one subScale the first eigenvalue was i13A51 the

eigenvalue was less than 2. That we had single strong factors Indicated



our items were measuring a single question rather than being divided among

several 'questions. Where we dO have meaningful second or third factors, they

can be 'interpreted as measuring different aspects of the single, primary questii

It is conceivable that some of the secondary factors are merely reflecting

sentence or graiimatical construetion cif the item.

Vaiidity. Of instruments is always a primary concern. Brief mention was

*ade'ef'vellditY in the last section. Our aim has been and continues to be a

validation'bY comparison with recognized instruments. One problem encountered

here is the lack of good instruments to use in establishing validity. There are

. ,

eeveral'instruments that we woUld like to have comparisons with, and we are

attempting to PerfOrM thrisd'eoMparisons in our continu±ng pre:3gram. Another

means of establiShing validity is to have an in-classroom observer making judg-

meats durihg the'institUte. This is a very expensive procedure and is subject tO

considerable variation, depending upon the particular bias and subjectivity of

the observer eMployed. In the'leantiMe; we feel that we do have a reasonable

oss-validation check in the comparisons of ratings by the participants, by the

stndents,:bY the supervisârs, by the:director of the institute and by the instruc-

tors'in the Inatitntes; Certainly this method has advantages in some respects

'over the Other methods of establishing validity. We feel that we do have good

agreetent'betWeen adUrces. If you can provide :Comparisons_ with other instruments

Other meand Of validation, w

you We. are V

Would be very happy to exchange information with

ry much interested in obtaining validation information.

Another iteiea'intereat that came-up curing processing of this data

pertained,to btitted:reapOhaeS. attention was called to the problem when

=Our initial run of item analyses showed extremely high reliabilities. All of

theae reliabilities'Were over .9 With a large number of them over .99. We had

intended to follow the uSual practice of omitting any-reaponse sets for which
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appreciable numbers of responses were omitted and running the remainder on the

usual program. It was suggested that we should not score those items that were

omitted. Since omitting an item is equivalent to scoring it zero, this is not

usually possible, especially on a scaled response item. For example, in a case

where you have responses scaled from one to five, scoring the omits as zeros

is a serious error and puts the response to the far end of the scale beyond

the one. On a scale response where one is an extreme response to one end of

the scale and five is an extreme response to the other end of the scale, the

zerSthen puts us beyond the extreme. This is not a reasonable interpretation

of an omitted response. It makes logical sense to put an omitted response in

the middle of the scale rather than at an extreme position. In our scoring

we have used this middle position as the weight for omits and obtained an item

analysis reflecting the group responding with omits for esch item.

Our present practice then is initially to score all omits at the middle

of the scale for that particular item. We then examine the item analysis and

follow this by weighting omits with the weight attributed to the group most clos-

matching the omits in their total scores. Let us look at the mechanics of this.

:lie initially score omits with the middle nf the scale response. In the item

analysis.we get a correlation, a bi-serial correlation, of omitting thst item

with total score. 'We Also get bi-serial correlations between edch of the

ther responses snd total score. If the correlation between omits and total

score is perhaps - 2 and he corrals ion of the total score with response

No. 4 is ap roxime would then assign weight to the omit that is the

same as the weight assigned to response 4.

Since.the quantity of data available is so large please be specific in

requesting materials. The financial burden of making a blanket distribution

of all data collected would be too great to be assumed. For a summary of tht-
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results from use of the instruments, see the article, "An Evaluation of 26

/NSF-Funded ESCP In-Serv ce institutes," by John F. Thompson, available Upon

request from the Earth Science Teacher Preparation Project (ESTPP), P. 0. Box 15

Boulder, Colorado 80302. Copies of the instruments and further specific data

can also be obtained from ESTPP.

DJB/od

'4/29/70
. 7'



TABLE 2

PATTERN MATRIX A)

(SUBSCALE 9)

Variable

1 .79

2 .19 .13 .17 .26 .28 .26 .26,

3 .88

4 .87

5 .10 .80 .14

6 .15 .64 .12 .20

7 .02 .67

8 .07 .15 .47 15

9 .59

10 .76 .11 .10

11 .54 .13 .11 .22

12 .15 .54

13 .13 ..16 .18 .58 .18 -.12 .21 .10

14 .09 .11 .17 .65 .23 .18

15 .27 .69 .17

17 _.17 .87-

18 .11 _.83

19 .28 .53

20

.

.12

.13 .14

.32

.16

.18 .14

.41

Eigenvalues 4.911 2.520 1.590 .548 .320 .284 .203 .14 .119 .044 .021 .008


